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We found the asymptotics, p  , for the number of cycles for iteration of
monomial functions in the fields of p-adic numbers. This asymptotics is closely
connected with classical results on the distribution of prime numbers.  2001
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1. INTRODUCTION
Applications of p-adic numbers in p-adic mathematical physics (and
especially p-adic string theory), see, for example, [1, 6, 12, 15, 19, 20]
stimulated increasing interest in the study of p-adic dynamical systems [2,
3, 5, 11] and [10, 14, 16, 17]. In this paper we find a formula for the
number of cycles of the p-adic monomial dynamical system, x  xn, n=2, 3, ...
(by using Mo bius inversion). The main result of this paper is asymptotic
for the mean value of a number of cycles of the fixed length for p  .
Here we apply the classical results on the asymptotic distribution of prime
numbers, see, for example, [4, 7, 18].
We hope that the connection between the theory of p-adic dynamical
systems and the classical theory on distributions of prime numbers estab-
lished in this paper will have further applications.
2. PROPERTIES OF MONOMIAL SYSTEMS
We will denote the field of p-adic numbers by Qp . Let n be an integer
such that n2. In this article we will consider the dynamical systems
f : Qp  Qp , where
f (x)=xn. (2.1)
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The study of these systems was started in [11]. Most of the results in this
section comes from that book. In the following we will use the notation f r
to denote the composition of f with itself r times.
Definition 2.1. Let xr= f r (x0). If xr=x0 for some positive integer r
then x0 is said to be a periodic point of f. If r is the least natural number
with this property, we call r the period of x0 . A periodic point of period 1
is called a fixed point of f.
Definition 2.2. The set #=[x0 , ..., xr&1] of periodic points of period
r is said to be a cycle to the dynamical system determined by f if
x0= f (xr&1) and x j= f (xj&1) for 1 jr&1. The length of the cycle is
the number of elements in #.
All fixed points of (2.1), except x=0, are solutions of the equation
xn&1=1, hence they are (n&1)th roots of unity. Periodic points, with
period r2, are solutions of the equation
xnr&1=1. (2.2)
It follows directly from the definition of the periodic points that the set of
solutions of (2.2) not only contains the periodic points of period r but also
the periodic points with periods that divide r.
Let S1 (0)=[x # Qp ; |x| p=1], where | . | p is the p-adic absolute value.
Let N(r, p) denote the number of periodic points of period r of (2.1) on
S1 (0). Each cycle of length r contains r periodic points with period r. If we
denote by K(r, p) the number of cycles of length r of (2.1) on S1 (0) then
K(r, p)=N(r, p)r. (2.3)
We use gcd(m, n) to denote the greatest common divisor of two positive
integers m and n. In [11] we find the following theorem about the
existence of cycles.
Theorem 2.3. Let p>2 and let mj=gcd(n j&1, p&1). The dynamical
system f (x)=xn has cycles of length r (r2) in Qp if and only if mr does
not divide any mj , 1 jr&1.
We have the following relation between mj , N( j, p) and K( j, p)
mj= :
i | j
N(i, p)=:
i | j
iK(i, p). (2.4)
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3. NUMBER OF CYCLES
In this section we will derive a formula for the number of cycles of the
dynamical system (2.1).
Since the equation xk=1 has gcd(k, p&1) solutions in Qp for p>2,
there are gcd(nr&1, p&1) periodic points of periods that divide r (if
p>2). By using Mo bius inversion formula, see for example [4] or [8], we
can prove the following theorem. We denote the Mo bius function by the
symbol +.
Theorem 3.1. Let p>2. Then the number of periodic points of period r
of (2.1) on S1 (0) is then given by
N(r, p)= :
d | r
+(d ) gcd(nrd&1, p&1). (3.1)
The number of cycles of lenght r is given by
K(r, p)=
N(r, p)
r
=
1
r
:
d | r
+(d) gcd(nrd&1, p&1). (3.2)
If p=2 then xk=1 has two solutions (x=1 and x=&1) if k is even and
one solution (x=1) if k is odd. It is now easy to prove that N(r, 2)=0 for
r2.
Remark 3.2. If we let p=2 in (3.1) we get that N(r, 2)=0. Hence we
can use formula (3.1) also for p=2 if r2.
Remark 3.3. Formula (3.2) implies the following result which may be
interesting for number theory: For every natural number n2 and prime
number p>2 the number
:
d | r
+(d ) gcd(nrd&1, p&1)
is divisible by r.
We will now determine the maximum number of cycles of any length, in
Qp for a fixed p. Let n2 be a natural number. Denote by p*(n) the largest
divisor of p&1 which is relatively prime to n.
Lemma 3.4. Let r be a positive integer. Then
gcd(nr&1, p&1)=gcd(nr&1, p*(n)). (3.3)
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Proof. Since nr&1#&1(mod q) if q | n, we can remove from p&1
the prime factors which divide n without changing the value of
gcd(nr&1, p&1). K
Lemma 3.5. There is a least number r, say r^(n), such that
gcd(nr&1, p*(n))= p*(n).
Proof. Consider the group G=(Zp*(n) Z)*. Let r^(n) be the order of n
as an element of G. Since nr^(n)#1(mod p*(n)) implies that gcd(n r^(n)&1,
p*(n))= p*(n) the lemma is proved. K
Theorem 3.6. Let p>2 be a fixed prime number and let n2 be an
integer. If R r^(n) then
:
R
r=1
N(r, p)= p*(n). (3.4)
Proof. We first prove that N(r, p)=0 if r> r^(n). Since gcd(n r^(n)&1,
p&1)= p*(n) and gcd(nr&1, p&1) | p*(n), it follows from Theorem 2.3
that N(r, p)=0 if r> r^(n).
Next we prove that if r |% r^(n) then N(r, p)=0. Let d be a divisor of p*(n).
Let q the order of n as an element of (ZdZ)*. Then q is the least positive
integer such that nq#1(mod d ). Since n r^(n)#1(mod p*(n)) it follows that
nr^(n)#1(mod d ). Thus q | r^(n).
The only possible values of gcd(nr&1, p&1) are the divisors of p*(n). In
the paragraph above we proved that the least number q such that
gcd(nq&1, p&1)=d, where d | p*(d ), must be a divisor of r^(n). Hence if
r |% r^(n) then N(r, p)=0.
So far we have proved that
:
R
r=1
N(r, p)= :
r | r^(n)
N(r, p),
if R r^(n). We have to prove that
:
r | r^(n)
N(r, p)= p*(n).
From (2.4) we know that
gcd(nr&1, p*(n))= :
d | r
N(d, p).
So, we need only set r=r^(n). K
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Corollary 3.7. Let p>2. The dynamical system (2.1) has p*(n)
periodic points in Qp .
Theorem 3.8. Let p>2. The total number of cycles of (2.1) is given by
Ktot (n, p)= :
r | r^(n)
K(r, p)= :
r | r^(n)
1
r
:
d | r
+(d ) gcd(nrd&1, p&1). (3.5)
Proof. From Theorem 3.6 it follows that
:
r | r^(n)
rK(r, p)=gcd(n r^(n)&1, p&1)
and by using the Mo bius inversion formula we get
K(r, p)=
1
r
:
d | r
+(d ) gcd(nrd&1, p&1).
The theorem is proved. K
Example 3.9. Let us consider the the monomial system f (x)=x2
(n=2). If p=137 then it follows from Corollary 3.7 that the dynamical
system has p*(n)=17 periodic points and from Theorem 3.8 it follows that
it has Ktot (2, 137)=3 cycles. In fact the monomial system f (x)=x2 has one
cycle of length 1 (one fixed point) and two cycles of length 8.
If we consider the same system, but let p=1999. Then the number of
periodic points is p*(n)=999 and the number of cycles is Ktot (n, p)=31.
In fact the system has one cycle of length 1, 2, 6 and 18 and also 27 cycles
of length 36.
Example 3.10. Let us now instead consider the dynamical system
f (x)=x3. If p=137 then there are 136 periodic points and 13 cycles. In fact
we have two fixed points, three cycles of length 2 and 8 cycles of length 16.
If instead p=1999 then there are two fixed points and four cycles of length
18, so we have 74 periodic points and six cycles.
4. DISTRIBUTION OF CYCLES
In this section we will discuss the distribution, with respect to the
parameter p, of periodic points and cycles, of a specific period and length,
in Qp . Let PM denote the set of the first M primes and let
S(M, r)= :
p # PM
N(r, p). (4.1)
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FIG. 1. The number of periodic points of period 12 for the first 200 primes.
Example 4.1. Let f (x)=x2. We are interested in the number of peri-
odic points of period 12 for different primes p. We can use formula (3.1)
and plot the number of periodic points of period 12 as a function of p. See
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
In Fig. 3 we have plot S(M, 12) for M10, 000. It seems like the
asymptotical inclination of the graph should be a constant.
We will prove that the asymptotical inclination is in fact a constant
and find an analytic expression for this constant. We denote by {(m) the
number of positive divisors of the positive integer m. The Euler function is
denoted by .. We prove the following theorem:
FIG. 2. The number of periodic points of period 12 for the first 10,000 primes.
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FIG. 3. The graph of S(M, 12) for M10000.
Theorem 4.2. Let S be given by (4.1). Then
lim
M  
1
M
S(M, r)= :
d | r
+(d ) {(nrd&1).
We first prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.3. Let m be a positive integer. Then
lim
M  
1
M
:
p # PM
gcd(m, p&1)={(m). (4.2)
Proof. Let
B(m, M)= :
p # PM
gcd(m, p&1).
The possible values of gcd(m, p&1) are, of course, the divisors of m. Let
d be a divisor of m and denote by A(d, M) the number of primes p # PM
satisfying gcd(m, p&1)=d. It is easy to see that
B(m, M)= :
d | m
dA(d, M). (4.3)
Let ?(d, M) denote the number of primes p # PM such that d | p&1. In the
first part of this proof we will derive a relation between A(d, M) and
?(d, M).
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The set ?(d, M) contains not only the set A(d, M) but also all sets
A(k, M) where d | k. We can write this as
?(d, M)= :
rd | m
A(dr, M). (4.4)
We have the following variant of Mo bius inversion formula (see for
example [9]):
Let m be a positive integer and let f (d )=rd | m g(rd ). Then
g(d )=kd | m +(k) f (kd ).
It immediately follows that
A(d, M)= :
kd | m
+(k) ?(dk, M). (4.5)
If we use (4.5) we can write (4.3) as
B(m, M)= :
d | m
d :
kd | m
+(k) ?(dk, M)
= :
d | m
:
kd | m
d+(k) ?(dk, M).
Let r=kd. It is easy to see that
B(m, M)= :
r | m
:
k | r
r
k
+(k) ? \ rk k, M+= :r | m :k | r
r
k
+(k) ?(r, M)
= :
r | m
?(r, M) :
k | r
r
k
+(k).
It is a well known fact that .(r)=d | r +(d ) rd. We get
B(m, M)= :
r | m
?(r, M) .(r).
Since
lim
M  
1
M
:
r | m
?(r, M) .(r)= :
r | m
lim
M  
1
M
?(r, M) .(r)
and the sum has {(m) elements, we only need to show that
lim
M  
1
M
?(r, M) .(r)=1 (4.6)
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to prove the theorem. But this is just a well-known generalization of the
prime number theorem, see [13]. K
Theorem 4.2 now follows directly from the representation
N(r, p)= :
d | r
+(d ) gcd(nrd&1, p&1).
For the distribution of cycles we have the following theorem, which
follows directly from Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.4. Let K(r, p) be the number of cycles of length r of the
dynamical system (2.1) on S1 (0). Then
lim
M  
1
M
:
p # PM
K(r, p)=
1
r
:
d | r
+(d ) {(n(rd )&1). (4.7)
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